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Hands-Free USB Mouse 
Abstract for Entry #TI2577 

 
Introduction 
Carpal Tunnel Syndrome, repetitive stress disorder, a snack in my hand, or a broken wrist.  All of these 
things make it hard to use the computer mouse.  Though the mouse has improved the computer/user 
interface, it sometimes leaves me wishing for a third appendage. 
 
Assuming I can’t grow a 3rd arm like the Edosian navigator from the animated Star Trek series, can I at 
least fashion a new way to move the mouse? 
 
My USB eyePod, the hands free mouse, uses a head tracking system to move the mouse cursor around the 
computer screen and detect eye motion to provide the button clicks. 
 
 

 
    My USB eyePod Mouse 
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Overview 
By definition, my project a “Hands-Free USB Mouse” (below) is a new twist on the computer mouse.  An 
excellent starting point would be an example Mouse Project!  The Stellaris LM3S9B96 provided USB 
peripherals and the EKK-LM3S9B96 Starter Kit provided the USB hardware to interface to a PC.  The 
sample project usb_dev_mouse provided the ins and outs of how to start being a mouse using a library of 
USB support routines. 
 

 
     eyePod Block Diagram 
 
I added a 5 switch joystick and a 7 segment LED to the sample kit’s hardware.  The usb_dev_mouse 
software example was updated so that this new creation would emulate a traditional mouse.  A custom head 
tracking sensor provides PWM and analog signals that are translated into USB commands to allow hands 
free movement of the cursor. 
  
Theory of Operation 
The generic computer mouse provides two major classes of features.  There are mouse movement 
commands and mouse button commands.  To create my hands free mouse, I would need to attack and solve 
each of these problems. 
 
Movement Commands 
The mouse movement commands will be derived from the motion of the user’s head.  Miniature 
accelerometers are mounted to the user’s head where they can be used to measure the tilt of the sensor (and 
head) with respect to gravity.  By using this relationship, the CPU can detect the head’s position and then 
convert it into movement commands.  This causes the cursor to scoot across the screen under the command 
of my bobbing head. 
 
Button Commands 
Button Clicks will be derived from the motion of the user’s eyes. 
 
I used optical sensors and mounted to a pair of glasses as my sensor array to monitor the eyes.  An optical 
sensor is pointed at the eye so that it detects the light that is reflected.  A second optical sensor looks away 
from the user to measure the ambient light available in the room.   
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CPU 
The contest rules set the baseline for this project.  Thy shall use the Stellaris LM3S9B96 with all software 
developed using Keil uVision IDE v3.90.  Keil provided a full function IDE/Compiler/Debugger for the 
duration of the project.  The StellarisWare sample disk provided a wealth of easy to use functional 
examples. 
 
The heart of the LM3S9B96 CPU is an ARM Cortex-M3 with a large feature set that makes it ideal for this 
particular project.  Most useful was the built in USB support.  The large number of flexible I/O allowed me 
to easily connect digital inputs and outputs and analog circuitry with plenty left over for debugging.  ADC 
hardware averaging was useful for filtering my analog signals. 
 
Test-a-ma-Jig 
The control interface consists of an array of LEDs and a set of switches.  The LEDs show the “Mouse” 
command as it is being broadcast to the host computer.  The switches control desired mouse movements.  
These can be used in addition to the hands-free feature. 
 
 
 Head = HeadTrack(); 
 
 if (Head & MOUSE_CLICK_R)  { 
  SetIndicatorState(LED_CLICK_R); 
         Buttons |= MOUSE_REPORT_BUTTON_1; 
 } 
 if (Head & MOUSE_CLICK_L)  { 
  SetIndicatorState(LED_CLICK_L); 
         Buttons |= MOUSE_REPORT_BUTTON_2; 
 } 
 
 Joy  = Joystick(); 
 if (Joy)  { 
  if (Joy & MOUSE_RIGHT)  { 
   SetIndicatorState(MOUSE_RIGHT); 
          cDeltaX = MOUSE_MOVE_INC; 
  } 
  if (Joy & MOUSE_DOWN)  { 
   SetIndicatorState(MOUSE_DOWN); 
          cDeltaY = MOUSE_MOVE_INC; 
  } 
  if (Joy & MOUSE_LEFT)  { 
   SetIndicatorState(MOUSE_LEFT); 
          cDeltaX = (char)MOUSE_MOVE_DEC; 
  } 
  if (Joy & MOUSE_UP)  { 
   SetIndicatorState(MOUSE_UP); 
          cDeltaY = (char)MOUSE_MOVE_DEC; 
  } 
 } 
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Schematic Pages 
 
Test-a-ma-Jig   - Testing and Development Interface 
HeadTracker   - Hands Free Interface 
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